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About This Game

Lost in an intimate snowy town, a palette of individuals are in search of a mysterious artifact said to bring great knowledge and
understanding. Lead each character through their quest in this collection of minigames, each with unique personalities and

challenges... maybe their paths aren't so different after all.

A Little Bit More About Pillar:

A collection of minigames, each representing different personality traits (introversion, extroversion etc.) through
gameplay mechanics.

Different people, different gameplay; each part of the game will challenge you in a unique way.

Explore an intimate snowy town, beautifully hand-painted with attention to every detail.

A distinct soundtrack, composed hand in hand with the game's design, by the game's designer, to ensure a cohesive
experience.
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one of the best strategy games you can grab for 5 bucks !!. Wnat to try it but does not work with MS Sidewinder joystick. This
was a very surprising VN. \u201cLove in the Glen\u201d is about an interior designer called \u201cZoe Richardson\u201d, who
the player controls. Like most visual novels, you go through the story making choices and decisions for her and then watch her
destiny unfold in front of your very eyes. In that sense there is nothing new and it\u2019s what you\u2019d expect from a
Visual Novel. Not that that\u2019s a bad thing, if you buy a chocolate cake you do expect it to taste like chocolate, do you not?

The surprising thing about it is the storyline. It really doesn\u2019t feel very anime at all. Which does come as a surprise as one
does expect a VN to somewhat have an anime feel (remember my chocolate cake reference? Well that applies here too). That
being said, it\u2019s not a bad story, the writing is actually pretty damn good. Granted there are some odd moments where you
get a surprisingly short storyline, if you embark on one of the long ones you\u2019ll definitely get your money\u2019s worth.
Especially if you\u2019re like me and have already read many VN\u2019s and are looking for something different. If you
haven\u2019t ever played a VN before then I wouldn\u2019t recommend this game as it is in so many ways not like other
VN\u2019s and you might get the wrong impression of the genre.

Other aspects of the VN were rather good too. I liked the cute little mini game and the music was always very nice and fitted the
mood really well. Of course it had it\u2019s weak points too, there are no game settings and there are some bits in the story that
felt a bit odd.

All in all a good VN with an entertaining story! Chocolate cake!

TL;DR A good all-round VN but rather different to most. I wouldn\u2019t recommend this to someone as his or her first Visual
Novel, but for anyone who happens to like them, this is a must-have.. So remember how hotline miami 2 was awful because it
had enormous corridors that you'd get shot just walking down? well this game has those too, but it is ok because you can become
a ghost and possess the guards and make them shoot eachother, because you are the top-down shooter equivalent of paxton fettel
i guess. so that really kind of fixes that problem!

hotline miami crossed with messiah. it is awesome.. I may be a little too old for this one. The plot as well as the mystery didn't
impress me. The story is separated into 5 main chapters. Out of which I only liked the first and forth one.
The friends mechanic isn't very complex either. Basically: give presents -> unlock dialogue (repeat). The characters you can
befriend are your standards anime clich\u00e9s we all know. If you like stories driven by interesting characters then this is not
for you. It seems for the author quantity (40+ characters was really necessary?) is more important than quality.
. Not a great expansion for rome total war. I don't know about the DLC, but the demo works on Oculus Touch in Windows 7-64
bit (use the trigger button on Touch).

The free demo is short and it's content limited but of high quality, and should succeed in it's mission of leaving you wanting for
more.. Such an underrated game. I've played through this game at least 8 times. I recently replayed it with my new 4k setup and
it looks great. WB Montreal took Rocksteady's solid gameplay and created a more than worthy entry in the Arkham franchise.
The story alone makes it a must play for any Bat-fan.. As an early access game, it's good so far. But I know it has potential
waiting to be unlocked in the future.. So many of these cards have become staple in my deck that I completely forgot they're
even dlc! Mix phenomenon is an amazing card that randomly alters the playing field, and I couldn't imagine playing without
passionate research in some decks nowadays... Sealed memories also works very well with the new DLC character, Sweet
Breaker, so definitely a must-buy.
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One of the Wost Games i Ever Play.. I never thought this game is so hard. Definitely buying an old gem here. Will invest
weekend time to play this.. Great sim with and without addons

Yes, I do have a life don't worry.. this game is more then great! it reminds me of TF2 sticky jumping and also other games (that
i forgot) tbh its fun
racing your friends is great but i was wondering if you can play in 2018 with others????. I was quite shocking to see that only a
handful of my Indo friends have already tried playing this game and not all of it. Can't really blame them though since they
probably dont see any recommendations of this. I guess I'm lucky :/

I'll be honest, this 'game' is amazing. Well, even though it is technically not a game but a sort of a visual CGI with some stories
behind it, well, it's stills a good and heartwarming game.

The 'game' tells you about the three siblings consisting of Banyu (in Indonesia means water), Lintar (thunder) and Angin (wind)
doing their normal (and heartwarming) life and also tells you of how most of us Indonesians live. What's really interesting (and
awesome) is the artstyle and the environment in these collections of picture. It's some sort of having a Ghibli vibes on it, but
(obviously) much different than them. Also, i gotta point out with the colour tone and the surroundings made these 'experience'
even much heartwarming.

Basically, this game is awesome

10/10. Its a fun nice game, worth the spend.. I have been following the development of this series for a while. Yes there are
problems with the game, yes the graphics are bad, and yes it is much different in terms of what challenger was. The thing is that
the game is being developed by two guys, ones a teacher/professor. He is very open to suggestions and always requests bug
reports, especially if they are game-breaking because he will fix them ASAP. The game has come along way since the original
concept demo, which was fun. The one thing, for the most part, the developers will not leave the game like others have done
with other titles. They will keep at, even though it might take a while for the next version to come. Now a lot of people that
helped test challenger have said many realisitc mechanics of the game have been taken out. This could be for many reasons on a
development point or they kinda made it easier for newcomers to get used to the game.

Pros:
COOP with friends
More freedom than Challenger
Active devs who respond to suggestion and bug reports

Cons
Some game breaking bugs -(reported and are being fixed)
Bad graphics for today's gaming market (Made by two people over a number of years, and graphics don't really make games.
Look at minecraft.
Less realism than challenger, but really doesn't take away from gameplay fun.

Overall the game does have a lot to go through. The price is fair, I mean I bought the whole series for $30 before Frontier was
even on a computer and for just $10 you will be getting what you pay for and in the future you will be rewarded with bug fixes
and what not. The devs will not abandon this title until the bugs are fixed and there might be more content.

If you want to talk directly to Devs and submit bug reports their forum is:

http://hyperkat.com/scratchbox/index.php
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